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About This Game

You hear a scream in the middle of the night. You wake up and see your sister lying on the floor lifeless…

You will have to reach the heart of the Empire to find out who ordered to kill her and why.

Your intentions are clear, you will not spare anyone who stands in your way…

Features:

- Simple and intuitive controls to put you immediately at the core of the action.

- No waste of time by navigating through several menus or by having to remember complex combos.

- The appeal of an old "arcade" mechanics from the past, but with a more dynamic and "modern" rhythm.

- Simple game mechanics but requiring a lot of practice to be mastered at its best.

- Short and fast levels, perfect even for quick gaming sessions.

- Fluid animations and fast action.

- 3 bonus games that will empower your character.
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- 20 different levels.

- Fast and accurate system of impacts.

- Very rewarding collisions.

- Dynamic camera that emphasizes combat phases.
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I love this game, it helps me with handling depression. \u2764\ufe0f
Eventhough it makes me mad sometimes and f*cks with me every chance it gets, I know I can still rely on it.
Because starting Satsuma after I built it myself is the best feeling on the freakin' planet. This game successfully channeled my
nostalgia for Tetris Attack.. GOOOOOOOOOOOOD game. Always wanted a game like this. Between riding a skateboard in
Archeage, or playing the steam Tron Runner. I always felt excitement in those simple types of games. While this doesn't
gravatitate to the tron runner, it does give a new way riding. Maybe add a ice mine, so you slide, or a few hills. Good game
though. I am glad my money wentto support the dev.. THIS IS A \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ING WASTE OF MONEY DO
NOT BUY!. Damnation is a product released way too late to capitalise its strongest features.

4.6 / 10. Sometimes you get what you pay for. And this game is exactly that.
Poor graphics, poor interface, cryptic symbols that don't make sense.
Totally unenjoyable to play. Don't waste your time or money.. its LAN only, like this is 2017 and you think im gonna move my
fat♥♥♥♥♥to play LAN I think not. like why is this on the market. dont get me wrong this is pretty fun but damn. please get
online multiplayer and i will think about rebuying. Just buy 8-bit armies instead.. Interesting concept. I think it would work best
in a group but you do need a fair bit of space to get the most out of it.

For the price it's well worth giving it a go!

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=Mol0lHFw0mA&t=1s
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I had high hopes from the trailer, but was really dissapointed.

The game is so buggy and finicky it's essentially impossible to get through the tutorial, even if you're not using voice
recognition. Often you'll tell the robots to move things, and it'll turn out that that was the wrong thing to do, it's completely
irreversible, and you need to start the game over. I restarted many times and eventually gave up.

The natural language understanding that was supposed to make this game so awesome seems like it's on par with text adventures
from the 80s... not much beyond "VERB NOUN."

It's too bad; the concept is good, and it sounded like the story could be great as well.. Quite fun, you get addicted. For the
ammount of entertainment, it's worth the price I'd say.. It's really quite good - sort-of Tetris but really not Tetris...

It has a load of game modes and plenty of hooks - it has that "nearly dead and rescued at the last second" thing which Tetris was
brilliant at

Highly Recommended

p.s. if you like that, seek out Slydris - it's not available on Steam but is worth finding as it's also a rather excellent Tetris
Variant!!. A true old school scroller with some new school mechanics.

You know when you play an old school game and you think "jeez I'm going to kill my buttons playing this" or "ah I wish I could
have this ability sooner so I can enjoy it" well the dev seems to have spent many years pondering a many of these and made a
genuinely fun game.

I like to run it in a small window while I'm watching something and play but then get captured by the intensity and next thing I
know I've made it to level four and since that takes some serious skill you just can't put it down.

Cannot recommend this enough and it's so cheap off the bat.. A ♥♥♥♥♥♥ flash game that doesn't even work properly with my
fairly standard Logitech F310 controller.
Got it in a bundle so won't lose sleep over how bad this is at least.
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